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Summary
A firm understanding of the uncertainty principle, both on qualitative and quantitative level, is essential for mastery of quantum theory, wave and quantum optics. Nevertheless many students are confused about what the principle actually states, very likely because of its historical developments [1, 2] . Heisenberg's original formulation [3] , with γ-ray microscope as an example, considered the distribution of positions and momenta in an ensemble of particles following a scattering experiment. Later Heisenberg [4] and Kennard [5] demonstrated that uncertainty principle results from a Fourier transform relation between momentum and position distribution functions.
When these two aspects of the uncertainty principle are lumped together, as it is done often, needless confusion arises. One-dimensional wave packets used as models in textbooks [6] are inadequate to illustrate the full scope of the principle.
We derive the appropriate amplitude function to describe the propagation in space and time of a 3-D wave packet that exhibits both the longitudinal and transverse dispersion. With this amplitude function and the corresponding probability density function, one can give a clear account of the uncertainty principle and how it leads to different interpretations depending upon whether one is describing an individual quantum state or an ensemble of particles.
